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ABSTRACT Electron cryomicroscopy of rotor complexes of the Salmonella typhimurium ﬂagellar motor, overproduced in
a nonmotile Escherichia coli host, has revealed a variation in subunit symmetry of the cytoplasmic ring (C ring) module. C rings
with subunit symmetries ranging from 31 to 38 were found. They formed a Gaussian distribution around a mean between 34 and
35, a similar number to that determined for native C rings. C-ring diameter scaled with the number of subunits, indicating that the
elliptical-shaped subunits maintained constant intersubunit spacing. Taken together with evidence that the M ring does not
correspondingly increase in size, this ﬁnding indicates that rotor assembly does not require strict stoichiometric interactions
between the M- and C-ring subunits. Implications for motor function are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The ﬂagellar basal body of the enteric bacterium Salmonella
typhimurium houses machinery for the switching and
energization of ﬂagellar rotation as well as export of ﬂagellar
proteins. About 30 proteins are required for its assembly.
More than half of these are known to be structural
components of the bacterial ﬂagellum (Namba, 2001;
Macnab, 1999). Three proteins of the ﬂagellar basal body,
FliG, FliM, and FliN, are necessary for motor switching and
energization (Yamaguchi et al., 1986; Zhao et al., 1996).
These form a cytoplasmic complex, which serves both as the
switch complex and the rotor of the ﬂagellar motor.
Recently, we overexpressed FliG, FliM, and FliN with
FliF in a nonmotile E. coli host (Lux et al., 2000). FliF forms
the transmembrane MS ring complex and is the base to
which the motor-switch proteins bind (Kubori et al., 1997).
The presence of FliG results in a thickening of the M ring
(Francis et al., 1992). FliM and FliN, perhaps together with
domains from FliG, generate an additional ring called the C
ring for its location in the cytoplasm. The co-overexpression
of all four proteins led to overproduction of membrane-
associated, partial basal body structures. A preliminary
examination in negative stain showed that the isolated MSC
ring complexes appeared indistinguishable from those of
native basal bodies.
Here, we have examined the M, S, and C rings, henceforth




BL21(lDE3) transformed with plasmids pKLR1 and pKOT179 were grown
in Luria broth. pKLR1 and pKOT179 are pSU18- and pET3-based plasmids,
respectively. Protein expression was induced by isopropyl-b-thio galactoside
addition inasmuch as pKLR1 expresses FliF, FliG and pKOT179 FliM, FliN
upon induction of T7 polymerase from the BL21(lDE3) chromosome under
Lac promoter control (Lux et al., 2000). Overproduced rotor particles were
puriﬁed as previously described (Lux et al., 2000). In brief, cells from a
1-liter late exponential culture were solubilized by incubation with 1% Triton
X-100/EDTA/lysozyme for 4 h on ice. The supernatant, left after getting rid
of unlysed cell debris by low-speed centrifugation, was spun down
(60,000g, 1 h) to pellet the rotor particles. The pellet was resuspended in
1 ml of buffer and mechanically sheared by passage back and forth between
26-gauge needle, 3-ml capacity syringes. The sheared sample was then
centrifuged again to pellet the rotor particles, which were resuspended in
0.2 ml of buffer (0.1% Triton X-100, 10 mM Tris, 5 mM EDTA, 0.05%
sodium azide, pH 8.0).
Electron cryomicroscopy
Frozen-hydrated specimens were prepared by diluting puriﬁed switch
complexes 20-fold with excess buffer that reduced the Triton X-100
concentration to 0.005%. 5 ml were applied to 300-mesh copper grids that
had been coated with Holey carbon ﬁlms (Toyoshima, 1989) and glow-
discharged in air. After blotting excess solution from the carbon side of the
grids, they were immediately vitriﬁed in ethane slush (Lepault and
Dubochet, 1986). The frozen grids were stored in liquid nitrogen. Images
were obtained with a Philips (Eindhoven, Holland) CM200 FEG electron
microscope equipped with an Oxford (Oxford, UK) CT-3500 specimen
holder, which maintained the specimen temperature at 1808C. They were
recorded on Kodak SO163 ﬁlm at 2.0–3.0 mm underfocus at 50,0003
magniﬁcation (a calibrated magniﬁcation of 51,3003), with doses of 10–16
electrons/A˚ 2. Possible changes in magniﬁcation due to eucentricity error
were estimated to be 61.4%.
Image analysis
Images of rotor particles suspended over the carbon ﬁlm were digitized with
a Zeiss Scan (Carl Zeiss GMBH, Oberkochen, Germany) at 42-mm intervals
(corresponding to 8.2 A˚ per pixel). The circular rings seen in en-face views
were approximately centeredwith the aid of an annularmask (inner radius, 22
pixels; outer radius, 30 pixels). The particle centerwas reﬁned around a 5 3 5
pixel grid to determine the best choice of origin (Crowther and Amos, 1971).
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At each of the 25 positions, an angular cross-correlation function was
generated. To do so, the outer, C ringwas isolated from the rest of the image by
an annular mask, and the image was rotated by 18 angular increments. At each
angular increment, a cross-correlation coefﬁcient was computed between the
original and rotated images. The resulting cross-correlation function was
generated over 0–3608 and allowed assessment of the subunit symmetry as
done by Thomas et al. (1999). To avoid ambiguities, a power spectrum of the
cross-correlation function was computed to determine its periodicity.
Once the best origin was determined, the rotor particle diameter was
measured by determining the average density as a function of radial distance.
The C ring was visible as a peak of density in this average. The outer
diameter was determined from the peak maximum, which was determined
by a spline ﬁt of the peak.
Image averages for the different subunit groups were obtained as follows.
First, an average for each group, with the particles centered as outlined above,
was obtained. The appropriate rotational symmetrywas then imposed on each
average and these symmetry-reinforced averages used for initial alignment.
Thereafter, the image averages generated from an alignment cycle were used
as reference images for the subsequent alignment. Typically the average and
variancemaps converged after six to eight alignment cycles.We checked that
symmetry reinforcement did not bias the result, by imposing symmetries that
were offset by61 from the group symmetry. Nevertheless, in both cases the
initial alignment still yielded an average map with the true group rotational
symmetry. However, the corresponding variance maps were noisier and the
alignment took more cycles to converge. Operations available in the single
particle image processing package, SPIDER (Health Research, Albany, NY),
were used for all image analysis procedures described above.
RESULTS
Rotor particles present predominantly
en-face views
Holey carbon ﬁlms were used in an attempt to image the
rotor particles over holes in the carbon support. However, the
rotor particles preferentially associated with the carbon ﬁlm
and only rarely remained in the holes. Nonetheless, the rotor
particles were qualitatively similar and appeared well pre-
served whether found in holes or on the carbon support.
En-face views of the rotor particles predominated (Fig. 1)
presumably because this orientation maximizes the in-
teraction of the rotor with the carbon support (Boisset et
al., 1990). Variations from the ideal en-face view resulted
from particle deformation, nonplanarity of the carbon ﬁlm,
and interactions of the particles with both the carbon ﬁlm and
the air–water interface (Wagenknecht et al., 1990; Schmutz
et al., 1994). The prevalence of en-face views is in marked
contrast to that for hook basal body complexes for which the
particles are predominantly found in a side-on orientation
(see, for example, Fig. 4 of Khan et al., 1998). Therefore, the
overproduced rotor particles offered an opportunity to
characterize the en-face orientation, heretofore rarely
observed (Thomas et al., 1999).
Variation in rotor diameter results from a
variation in the number of subunits
Images of side-on views (Fig. 2) conﬁrmed our earlier
impression that the morphology of the overproduced rotors
was qualitatively similar to that seen for native rotors (Lux
et al., 2000). As for native rotors, variations in C-ring diameter
were apparent. To eliminate the possibility that these var-
iations could be due to C-ring distortion such as ﬂatten-
ing, we used only en-face views where such distortion could
be assessed. Fig. 3 as described in the Materials and Methods
section outlines our strategy for centering each C ring, mea-
suring its diameter, and determining its rotational symmetry.
For well-preserved particles, the location of the symmetry
axis could be determined within 1 pixel. The use of peak
FIGURE 1 Low magniﬁcation view of a ﬁeld of rotor particles over
carbon. Particles in en-face orientation (circled ) predominate. Side-on views
(boxed ) were rare. Bar, 50 nm.
FIGURE 2 Side-on views of two rotor particles in ice. These images
compare well with side-on views of native rotor particles shown by Thomas
et al. (1999, 2001). Vertical bars mark the extent of the C rings. Differences
in C-ring diameter between the two particles are apparent. Horizontal bar,
25 nm.
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ﬁtting to locate the maximum helped mitigate effects of noise
in the cross-correlation plots (Fig. 3 C). An error of one pixel
in the location of the axis changed the estimate of the rota-
tional symmetry by one. Differences in the symmetries of
the three particles shown in Fig. 4 clearly cannot be accounted
for by errors in the positioning of the axis of symmetry.
The distribution of rotors with different subunit
symmetries is Gaussian
Of over 1000 particles imaged, more than 95% were in the
en-face orientation. We chose 590 en-face views for fur-
ther analysis, based on their power spectra. Of these, 185
particles gave power spectra with prominent maxima from
which we could determine the rotational symmetry of the C
ring. A Gaussian distribution of C-ring subunit symmetries
was obtained for this particle set with a mean of 34.5 and64
subunit SD (Fig. 5). This mean number of subunits per C
ring is the same as that found for native rotors (Thomas et al.,
1999).
Average images reveal a subunit with an
elliptical proﬁle
We constructed average image maps from the 185-particle-
image dataset for the more populous 32–36 subunit groups.
Individual images were translationally and rotationally
aligned as detailed in Materials and Methods. Over a third
of the original image set was rejected for the image averages.
The rejected set included images that were visibly elliptical
or deformed as well as images for which an unique symmetry
could not be cleanly determined from the peak in the C-ring
power spectrum. Fig. 6 A shows the plain and rotational
symmetry reinforced average maps for the 34 subunit C-ring
group, as well as the corresponding variance map. The
spectral purity of the average map was assessed by plots of
correlation function vs. frequency spectrum (Fig. 6 B).
FIGURE 3 C-ring subunit symmetry determination for single rotor
particles. Each particle was centered with the aid of an annular mask (A).
The particle was centered by moving the origin on a 5 3 5 grid, with one
pixel separation between grid positions. For each position, the mask was
used to compute the rotational cross-correlation function, as described (see
Materials and Methods), with the frequency spectrum (B) being obtained by
Fourier transformation of the correlation function. (C) Change in amplitude
of the peak frequency spectrum as a function of grid position.
FIGURE 4 C-ring subunit symmetry changes with particle size. (Left)
Different sized particles. (Right) Corresponding composite power spectra.
Each composite is composed of 25 superimposed spectra, one for each of the
25 grid positions used for centration. The increase in subunit symmetry with
particle size cannot be due to centration error, inasmuch as peak position
within each composite spectrum does not change by greater than one.
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The intersubunit distance is constant
Averaged rings with more subunits had proportionately
larger diameters, showing that there was good correlation
between C-ring diameter and subunit symmetry (Fig. 7). The
plot of diameter vs. subunit number showed that intersubunit
spacing remained invariant whereas diameter changed by
over 11% upon progression from 32 to 36 subunit rings (Fig.
8A). Its slope provided a measure of the intersubunit spacing,
which was 3.9 nm. The subunit spacing measured by Thomas
et al. (1999) for native rotor particles was also 3.9 nm.
The incremental increase in diameter per subunit was
1.24 nm (2.9% forN¼ 34 subunits). The SD in diameterwith-
in a subunit group was 0.8 nm (1.9% of the diameter). Fac-
tors that contribute to such dispersion include magniﬁcation
differences due to deviation from eucentricity (Bijlholt et al.,
1982), differences in defocus between micrographs (Typke
et al., 1992), and variation in composition, conformation, and
orientation of the rotor particles. Even though particles with
gross deformation and nonideal orientation (deviation from
a perfect en-face view) were excluded, the 0.8-nm residual
error is likely to be predominantly comprised of the presence
of these defects in the remaining particles, albeit to more
subtle extent. This error of 0.8 nm is less than the change in
diameter of 3.9 nm/p ¼ 1.24 nm due to the change of one in
subunit number.
Periodicities in the M ring were not detected
The image averages (Fig. 7) were computed from images
aligned based on their C rings. As such, they would reveal
the symmetry of the M ring, which lies inside the C ring,
only if the two have the same symmetry. No such
periodicities in the M ring were seen. Reference-free
(Penczek et al., 1996) as well as 26 symmetry-reinforced,
reference-based alignments, using a circular mask to exclude
the C ring from the internal parts of the rotor particles, were
also not successful in revealing periodicity in the M ring. In
addition, we obtained rotational power spectra for all 106
particles used for the image averages employing a circular
FIGURE 5 Histogram of the number rotor particles as a function of
C-ring subunit periodicity. A periodicity of 34–35 subunits was most
common. The distribution was well ﬁt by a Gaussian (continuous line). The
SD was 61.4 subunits.
FIGURE 6 (A) Average, symmetry-reinforced average, and variance
maps of the 34 subunit C-ring rotors (29 images). (B) Cross-correlation
function and the resulting power spectrum of the average map. The SD of
diameter for particles within this group was 60.7 nm (i.e., ,1 pixel), or
1.7%.
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mask that included the complete rotor particles. The power
spectra were summed and averaged. As expected, the peak
for the C-ring rotational symmetry is prominent, but smeared
out over the 32–36 periodicities in the average power
spectrum. There is an absence of subsidiary peaks (Fig. 8 B).
The C ring is a high-contrast feature in the en-face view.
This is because it has approximately ﬁve times greater mass-
per-unit projected area than the internal MS ring. To
calculate the mass-per-unit projected area, we used the
stoichiometries (Zhao et al., 1996) and masses of the
component proteins and the dimensions of the rings (Francis
et al., 1994). We assumed that FliM, FliN and half of FliG
contribute to the C ring and FliF and half of FliG contribute
to the M ring. Determination of the rotational symmetries of
the other components will require higher resolution images,
larger sample size, and/or more sophisticated methods for
symmetry determination (Kocsis et al., 1995).
DISCUSSION
The cytoplasmic ring (C ring) is the most distal of several
coaxial rings that make up the ﬂagellar basal body. It is
necessary for torque generation and switching (Yamaguchi
et al., 1986; Zhao et al., 1996). The C ring corresponds
physically to the switch complex (Lux et al., 2000) and sits at
the base of the MS ring. FliM and FliN are part of the C ring
(Francis et al., 1994), but their assembly into a functional C
ring requires the MS ring. FliF makes up the MS ring (Ueno
et al., 1994). FliG is localized to the face of the MS ring
(Thomas et al., 1999). An interaction between FliG and FliM
connects the C ring to the M ring (Thomas et al., 2001).
Thus, minimal MSC-ring complexes, which should retain
rotor function but not ﬂagellar protein export, can be formed
by overexpression of these four proteins (Lux et al., 2000).
The copy number of FliM corresponds physically to the
rotational symmetry of the C ring (Thomas et al., 1999), and
the stoichiometry of FliM/FliN is ;1:3 (Zhao et al., 1996;
Kihara et al., 1996). The most striking feature of the MSC
ring en-face view is a series of rotationally equivalent sub-
units at the outermost C ring. These subunits correspond to
FliM and FliN inasmuch as the C ring is formed upon
overexpression of FliM and FliN together with FliF and
FliG, but not upon overexpression of FliF and FliG alone
(Lux et al., 2000).
FIGURE 7 Symmetry-reinforced, image
average maps. The maps are comprised of 9,
12, 29, 38, and 18 particles for the 32, 33, 34,
35, and 36 subunit groups respectively. A
Gaussian distribution of subunit symmetries is
maintained for this more select dataset. The
inner diameter of the 32 subunit C ring,
indicated by the red bar, is superimposed on
the 34 and 36 subunit C rings to show the
progressive increase in diameter with subunit
number.
FIGURE 8 (A) Evidence for constant intersubunit distance. Diameter of
the symmetry-reinforced image averages (closed circles) were plotted as
a function of C-ring subunit number. The best-ﬁt line, although constrained
to pass through the origin, was imperceptibly affected by the constraint. The
regression coefﬁcient is 0.9868 and 0.9866 with and without this constraint,
respectively. Its slope yielded an intersubunit spacing of 3.9 nm. Rotor
particles with 37 (n¼ 1) and 38 (n¼ 3) were also found. The mean diameter
values for these are also included (open circles), but were not used for the ﬁt.
The mean SD of particle diameter within a symmetry group was61.9%. (B)
Averaged power spectrum for the 106 particles used to construct the image
averages.
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In this report, the overproduced ﬂagellar rotor complexes
have been characterized by electron cryomicroscopy. More
than 1000 en-face images have been recorded, and the sub-
unit symmetry and diameter of over 100 have been anal-
yzed. Despite the relatively small number of rotor particles
contributing to the image averages, they reveal important
features of these complexes.
Our main ﬁnding is that the overproduced rotor C rings
possess variable rotational symmetry but constant inter-
subunit spacing. This result extends initial evidence from
native rotor C rings. In the four en-face images of native C
rings published thus far (Thomas et al., 1999; Khan et al.,
1998), two particles possess a subunit symmetry of 34 and
two possess a symmetry of 33. In the light of the more
extensive variation documented here, it will be important to
determine whether similar variation exists in the native case
or is constrained due to, for example, proteins of the ﬂagellar
export apparatus that are absent in the overproduced rotors.
Overproduced rotor complexes with 34 or 35 subunit C rings
are the most populous groups. The increase in diameter with
subunit number converts to an intersubunit spacing of 3.9 nm
and an optimal intersubunit angle of 10.48 6 0.58.
Functionality of the rotor complexes in terms of binding
the response regulator CheY has been shown (Khan et al.,
2000). The binding stoichiometry of activated CheY to
overproduced rotor complexes was measured to be 57 6 23.
This suggests that all rotors within the overproduced
population can bind CheY, and that CheY binds to rotors
in a stoichiometric complex with C-ring subunits. If CheY
only bound to rotors with 34 subunits, the binding
stoichiometry per C ring would be less than 34:1, in contrast
with observation.
Subunit number variations have been revealed in a number
of circular and helical macromolecular assemblies that have
been analyzed by electron microscopy thus far. The number
of protoﬁlaments present in microtubules grown in vitro
depends upon parameters such as pH and ionic strength
(Dias and Milligan, 1999). Bacteriophage T7 portal protein
connector complexes exist as a mixed population of 12- and
13-subunit rings (Kocsis et al., 1995). The expected 7%
difference in diameter between rings with 12- vs. 13-fold
symmetry was not observed, but this may have been
obscured by variation induced by stain and drying artifacts,
rather than changes in subunit morphology. An electron
cryomicroscopy study of analogous SPP1 portal protein
complexes documented a change in curvature upon ring
closure consistent with inextensible subunits (Van Heel
et al., 1996). In both examples, the variations are thought to
play important roles in regulation of assembly.
Variable C-ring subunit stoichiometry in the overpro-
duced rotors implies either that this variation is controlled
during assembly of native rotors or that this variation does
not affect the torque generation mechanism. We do not
presently know whether C rings with different subunit sym-
metries are functional and have comparable efﬁciency. We
do know, however, that C rings with 31 subunits found in
a mutant strain expressing a truncated FliF–FliG fusion pro-
tein were functional (Thomas et al., 1999, 2001), although
the motility of this mutant strain was impaired (Kihara
et al., 1996). There is no way of knowing whether the impair-
ment is due to the change in subunit number or to the large
conformational changes in the rotor.
If C rings with different subunit symmetries are effective
in energizing rotation this will have important implications
for the mechanism, analogous to the ongoing debate
regarding the role of variable C-ring symmetry in the F0F1
ATP synthase (Jiang et al., 2001). In particular, it would
argue against models that rely on a strict stoichiometric
relationship between rotor and switch components (Blair,
1990). As for other rotary motors (Stock et al., 1999; Smith
et al., 2001), torque generation has been proposed to involve
symmetry mismatch. Speciﬁcally, this mismatch has been
proposed to be between the internal M and external C rings
(Thomas et al., 1999). This and analogous mechanisms need
to allow for variable mismatch inasmuch as there is no
evidence for matching M-ring subunit variation. Indeed, the
two side-on views in Fig. 2 suggest that the diameter of the
M ring does not increase in correspondence with that of
the C ring, consistent with images of native rotors shown
by Thomas et al. (1999). The strict conservation of C-ring
intersubunit spacing implies that step size rather than the
extent of mismatch is the critical invariant parameter for the
energy-coupling mechanism. Perhaps variable mismatch
provides a facile means for adjusting the power output of
ﬂagellar motors in response to environmental cues. In any
case, extended three-dimensional structural analysis of
overproduced rotor particles should be able to build on
these observations and map the structural changes in subunit
shape and tilt that accompany the association of CheY with
the rotor complex.
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